Abstract. BPERM 3.0 is an improved version of a previous release (1).
INTRODUCTION
The program bperm is a a-dimensional code and can be employed for periodic structures with rotational symmetry. The input is one complete period of the structure described in the r (radial) and z (longitudinal) plane as an array of points. The output is the wakepotential and impedance associated with a traversing Gaussian bunch. This code and its user's guide was released in June, 1994 (1) . S ince then, we have received a number of comments from the users. The current version 3.0 is aimed at accomodating these comments and being more user friendly.
In this version, the input file format remains unchanged. The intermediate output can be ignored by the user. The final output contains two files: One is an ASCII file for text output, another is a postscript file for plots. The code is written in Fortran 77. It runs on Unix systems as well as on VAX/VMS. The source code, executable and examples are free to the public. The graphics interface is GNUPLOT, which is also a free software. This paper briefly discusses some basic features of bperm and the execution procedure, using Unix systems as an example.
For more detailed information about this code, the reader is referred to Ref. 1.
INPUT FILES
The input file must be named bperm.in.
The following is an example: dataset=test title=bperm Test Problem sigma=0. and title define the name of the output files and the title on the plots, respectively; sigma is the rms length of a Gaussian bunch in centimeters (cm); pmax is the number of interpolated coordinates used for the structure; smax is the region of the wakepotential calculation in units of sigma; and the pair of numbers between shape and end are the (1,~) coordinates in cm describing the structure (similar to the way in TBCI, ABC1 and URMEL). Only shape, end and the coordinates in between are required; all other keywords are optional.
COMPILE, EXECUTION AND OUTPUT
The source code bperm.f can be compiled using any f77 compiler. The A useful feature of bperm is that the three input files can be concatenated into one (simply by putting the three shape/end sections in sequence) and all the results can be obtained from one run. Interesting applications of bperm include: (i) The study of the different behaviors of impedance in high frequency regions for a periodic structure and for a single discontinuity.
(ii) The study of the similar behaviors of impedance for a bump and for an iris. Results of these studies will be published elsewhere. 
